
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Plan

Introduction

How important are your IT systems to the work of your charity or organinsation? What would
happen to the work you do and the people you support if you couldn’t get access to your files or
emails for a day ... a week .... For Ever?

The checklist is not definitive but contains a number of elements each of which addresses a
different aspect of risk and are important for protecting your organisational data, computing
resources so hopefully ensuring business continuity. You may have others to add to your list too.

The elements each have a question to prompt discussion and consideration. They may be useful
as ‘thought starters’ at a board or senior management meeting. After reviewing each element,
record your Risk Assessment in the 2nd column on the checklist as :

• OK - We have addressed this by an action or policy and can answer ‘yes’ to the points.

• Review - We have addressed the basic issue, but further review is warranted. Not all the
detailed points can be answered in the affirmative.

• Requires Immediate Attention - We have not addressed or recently reviewed this element.
Few, if any, of the detailed questions can be answered in the affirmative.

Upon completion, the checklist provides a profile of your organisation’s data and computing
resources security. You may already have documents and policies covering some of these areas
and can mark as “OK”, however elements assessed as "Requires Immediate Attention"
constitutes the organisation’s primary risk vulnerabilities and should receive prompt attention. A
majority of "Review" or "Requires Immediate Attention" assessments suggests the organisation
would benefit from a more systematic risk assessment and analysis.

What level of disaster planning is needed?

What are the disasters we need to consider?

These may be physical to the building or IT infrastructure, but could be on-line attacks, e.g.
denial of service or hacking. They could also be short or longer term weather related issues.

A few minutes consideration? A day of planning? A plan with regular thorough testing?

Is internal planning adequate or is a specialist third party needed?

What locations need consideration: Main office, Second offices, Homes?

Contingencies if systems / office not accessible for 1/2 day, 1 day, 3 days, 1 week, 1 month?

* Is this document held securely on paper & on-line? Is a copy kept offsite in case of disaster? *



Checklist

People Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Do we have a known and tested
evacuation plan? Do we know
where to meet outside ?

Is adequate First Aid equipment
provided and have all staff been
training on using it?

Is our ‘Key Contacts’ list up to
date? Does it show internal staff
& external agencies, security
firms & emergency services?

Have we documented location of
gas/water/electricity shut-off,
fuse-box, first-aid kit &
emergency torch (& batteries!)

What is the internal escalation
procedure? Who are the named
people to be contacted in an
emergency?

Office Systems Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

What does the IT support
contract say - if key hardware /
equipment fails or disaster
recovery assistance needed?

Which warranties are held? What
does the support contract cover?
What does this mean in reality?

Do we know what we have? Is
the network fully documented?

Is our wireless network secure?

Is our remote access/VPN
secure?

If our electronic /on-line systems
fail have we a paper based
fallback way to record data?



Backups Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Do staff practice frequent file
saving?

Does the fileserver have Mirrored
or RAID server drives?

Do we perform a Tape / External
Hard Drive backup?

Network Attached Storage
(NAS)backup?

Over-the-wire off-site backup?
Over-the-wire mail archiving?

Never-fail server replication?

Are regular test restores carried
out? When did last take place?

Is a recent copy of data held off
site? Where?

Where are security codes and
passwords held?

Internet Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Does the service provider have
good reputation?

Do we have a copy of our web
hosting details, domain
registration dates & passwords?

ADSL or SDSL with Service Level
Agreement (specified max
downtime)?

Is our website account securely
password protected?

Is our website backed up by the
host provider?

Second broadband line available?



Wireless second service available
- over-the-air or via USB dongle /
stick.

Will system automatically
‘failover’ to backup system?

Mail (MX) re-routing possible in
event of line failure?

Access to mail via mail
forwarding or similar?

Do we have a firewall on our
broadband connection?

Power Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Is the Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) adequate to shut
down server safely?

Is major equipment (servers,
switches, routers, phone system)
UPS-protected?

Redundant power supply for
servers?

If power fails, is building usable?
Will doors function, can premises
be locked or alarmed?

Emergency lighting? Torches and
spare keys to hand?

Is the power supply stable and
wiring in good condition (if in
doubt check?)

Phone Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Have we a spare analogue
landline phone for emergencies?

What if the phone system dies? Is
there a service contract? What
does it cover?

Do staff have colleagues’ mobile
numbers?



Can we contact key clients and
suppliers?

Data and software Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Document repositories,
databases, accounts, CRM?

Can applications be set up
elsewhere? Has this been tested?

Are there any potential breaches
of Data Protection, for example if
computers, discs, tapes have
been lost or stolen?

Acts of God Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

How exposed are we to flood,
rain, rivers, lightning,
overheating, or freezing? What
steps can we take to reduce?

Acts of Man Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

How vulnerable are we to theft,
sabotage, attack? Are systems
physically secure: locked rooms,
equipment chained to desk,
security marked?

Is there an adequate alarm
system?

Are we adequately protected
against viruses, spam, spyware,
hacking? Is this up to date?

Where do we go? Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

What would we do if the office
was not accessible? Remote
working possible? Set up a log /
contact details of remote staff.

What would we do if the office
was not accessible and IT systems
down? Google Drive / Mail from
a community venue? Share office
with another organisation?



Where could we source
equipment? Have laptops? Rent?
Buy?

If we need to claim Been
assessed?

Risk
Level

Notes

Is there adequate insurance?
What does it cover exactly?

Do we have an inventory of all
equipment and software?

Do we have photographic
evidence of damage or lost
items?

Putting it into Practice

Disaster Recovery plans have to be walked through / tested – think of the scenarios. e.g. People sometimes
keep the password to their emergency internet email system in their outlook systems & then if outlook
crashes… Is there anything on the backup tape? Have we tried to use it?

* Is this document held securely on paper & on-line? Is a copy kept offsite in case of disaster? *
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